
Fredericksburg Brewing Company ― the state's first brewpub,
serving German fare out of a restored 1890s era building in
downtown Fredericksburg. The perfect networking opportunity!
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January 18-20, 2023
Fredericksburg Inn & Suites

Fredericksburg, Texas 
(830-997-0202)
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TACC CO-OP BOARD

CHAIRMEN'S CONFERENCE

6:00 P.M. Conference Reception
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Welcome9:00

8:10 “Roundtable Introductions and Showcasing the Good, the Bad and the Ugly”

What best practice have you brought to the board room in the last year or so that seems to have improved
harmony among the directors?
What nugget (speaker, idea, etc.) have you gained from a previous training seminar in the last year or so, that you
brought back to the board room and found it to work quite successfully?
What is the best tactic / approach that you have implemented in recent times that seems to engage your
director team?

A new concept will be introduced here that has proven to be a real crowd-pleaser in other similar settings. In all
previous schools with board president’s, we spent considerable time in the beginning on “introductions” of one
another. This year, we will set the meeting room where everyone will sit on the outside of square of tables, then
incorporate a revised approach where participants will still briefly introduce themselves & a few things about their
co-op, but limited to only a minute or two. Next, we will ask each participant to also answer a few questions where
we can learn from one another. Some of the questions maybe:

What follows from this discussion is learning and sharing from one another. By the time, all 25 – 35 attendees share
their best practice, it should make for a nice set of ideas to take home and introduce into your own board room.

A.M.

A.M.

 

2:00 - 5:00 P.M. Registration



 

9:45 A.M. Break
 

10:00 A.M. “Revelations & Impacts: Results of a Nationwide Co-op Board Governance Study”

Courtney Berner, Executive Director, University of Wisconsin Center for
Cooperatives

 

A couple of years ago, CoBank and the Cooperative Development Foundation provided substantial funding for a
NATIONWIDE STUDY be conducted examining co-op board governance, benchmarking best practices, exploring
weaknesses, and examining methods for improvement. Responses were received from well over 500 co-ops
throughout the country. There were some interesting conclusions, surprising takes, and it captured considerable
information. Seven key findings were revealed. If you want to take your co-op to the next level, you must be an observer
of this presentation! Never before has such a comprehensive study ever been conducted.

11:50 A.M. Summary and Conclusion
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(continued)

 

8:00   A.M. Call to Order

 

No one would have ever imagined years ago of getting an attorney to sit with a captive / select group of co-op board
president’s ---- all in one room ---- would yield such an invigorating experience! Well, it has. Today, it is a requirement
that co-op attorney Gary McLaren be a “must see” celebrity at this meeting. He is back to share specialized legal cases
only to be heard by co-op board presidents. As always, be ready to ask your personal legal question before, during or
after his presentation.

8:10   A.M.

Break

Gary McLaren, Attorney, McLaren Law Firm, PLLC, Lubbock

 

A combination of factors led to the development of this portion of the program. First, it was felt that the morning
program (above) would be exceptional, but making it more application – oriented needed to be flushed out to a
greater degree. At the same time, past evaluations have revealed that this audience likes to assess themselves and the
groups they represent. Thus, we are combining these two factors to draw upon this topic. These two ag economics
professors recently led a newly – developed leadership assessment session for a large co-op in Saskatchewan, Canada.
They will take this tool and align it with findings from the earlier national board governance study, to culminate in a
very interactive session that will capture most any issue regarding co-op board governance & provide nuggets you can
take back to your own board room.

One of the other noted remarks from prior evaluations was that the topic of moving from OPERATIONAL thinking in
board rooms to more STRATEGIC thinking needs to be incorporated into this school, so look for this to be addressed in
this segment as well.

10:00  A.M.

Adjourn

Summary, Evaluation & Conclusion

12:00 P.M. Family Conference Luncheon
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“Capturing the Takeaways of a National Study – Imploring Their Use In the Board Room”
Dr. John Park, Roy B. Davis Co-op Chair & Ag Economics Professor,
College Station
Dr. Diane Friend, Agricultural Economics Professor, Texas A&M –
Kingsville

10:15   A.M. “Legal Affairs: Issues in Common”

11:45   A.M.

12:00   A.M.


